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[IMPORTANT]
- This is a DLC pack for all that wish to play Tree of Savior which is Free to Play.

- You do not need to have this in order to play the game.
- This product is comprised entirely of in-game content. There will be no separate downloadable contents.

[Contents]
The 'Master Blacksmith Pack' DLC includes the following:

1 x Diamond Anvil (Untradable)

- Make sure that your equipment doesn't lose it's edge even if you fail!

3 x Golden Anvils (Untradable)

- Have equipment low on potential? Fear not! Here are 3 Golden Anvils just for you!

3 x Silver Anvils (Untradable)

- Low on silver? Use these Silver Anvils to gear up!

10 x Enhancement Discount Coupon: 100,000 Silver (Untradable)

- Save silver while enhancing your gear with these Coupons!

1 x Attribute Points 1,000 Ticket (Untradable)

- Hit harder with your skills after investing attribute points!

1 x Puppy Balloon Cosmetic Costume

- Don't worry, it won't pop!

20 x Highly Condensed HP Potions (Untradable)

20 x Highly Condensed SP Potions (Untradable)

10 x Lv2 Settlement Support Potions (Untradable)

5 x Highly Condensed Movement Speed Potions (Untradable)

5 x Goddess Sculptures (Untradable)
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Information on the Master Blacksmith Pack Items:

1. The items will be sent to your in-game message box via GM message that will be accessible after Team creation. You may
choose which character you wish to give the items to from the GM message.

2. You may only receive the items on one server so please choose carefully.

3. There will be no time limit on when you can redeem your items. You may decide to receive them at the time of your choice.

4. The Puppy Balloon Hair Accessory cannot be obtained in-game. It may be obtainable in the future through other products or
events.
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Title: Tree of Savior - Master Blacksmith Pack
Genre: Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, RPG
Developer:
IMCGAMES Co.,Ltd.
Publisher:
IMCGAMES Co.,Ltd.
Release Date: 31 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel Pentium Core 2

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA Geforce 8600

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

Additional Notes: Keyboard, Mouse

English
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Just beat the game and gotta say it's pretty awesome overall. I am a sucker for spaceship shooter games like Gradius 3 or Darius
Twin and this did satisfy the itch. I will agree with some of the other reviews that some of the bosses do seem gimmicky,
particularly the later laser bosses. These \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665uckers give you no debris to hide behind and will
just laser beam your\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665to hell. I did find a cool item... once, the graviton missile. Sadly it
seemed like in the 20 hours I played the flashy cool items were nowhere to be found. In fact the light-bulb collectable that seems
to spawn the location of rare items disappeared after the 5th world or so. Not sure this is intended but when I beat the game I
was close to 40 worlds visited which is a shame, because I would've really liked to have tried some of the other flashy weapons
that are available. Great game if you like spaceship shooters, but could probably use some more polish in future patches. I give
it 3 apples and a banana because I like spaceships and shooters, oh and the music was good too.. A great little Tower Defense
game.

I like the simple art style and low poly look of the game. It's pretty interesting too with the levels expanding and changing each
play-through. It would be great to see some more level variety (ones with several spawners on higher difficulty).

The turrets and enemy types are interesting with a pretty basic unlock mechanic to use each turret. Some of the invisible \/
speedy enemies later on are hard to deal with and sometimes escape too quickly (probably something that could be fixed with a
balance adjustment)

Overall a great little indie game. I'm keen to see how this game changes with more dev updates.

. Exploring dungeons, killing goblins, necromancers etc. Lovely game :D.. Best in Genre. Seriously. I didn't even like the genre
until I played this game. The detailed customization of the starships is awesome. However, it could use one more feature from
the rougelike setting: the ability to run away and choose your battles.. Cube & Star: A Love of Life and of the Arbitrary. This is
a very simple yet complex game. The controls are few and guidance is absent which leaves most players lost looking for the
point. I was drawn to Cube & Star by the beautiful design and the colors; I played because I enjoyed spreading the color. The
question this game brings up is "What is the point?" Cube & Star is similar to life, the search for meaning. As I spread color, I
discovered the purpose of the tiles that I collected- they create life. Originally, I only payed attention to my effect on the
landscape but soon found out that the game is more widespread than that. Now I watch as each action my cube takes affects the
entire realm of the game from changing simple colors to creating life that changes the face of the map in their own way. This is
a game for people who enjoy the search for purpose.. in my opinion this is,one of the best steam locomotives, second only to the
union pacific FEF-3.It Is a no brainer to buy this engine,as it has features never seen before in train simulator, and trust me, it's
worth every penny of $20.00. What I played so far its a really interesting game. I would consider it a puzzle platformer. You die
after one hit, the clue is, only hazards and enemies kill you. Jumping down a cliff or out of the windows results in the classic
labyrinth experience as every border is connected to the level you are playing in. This means that if you go over the border at the
right side you appear left, this works with falling, jumping and enemies.

It has a simple story about creation of life, you were made on the sixth day and got the task to collect all the colored crystals to
return color to the world. Progress is achieved through buying the next level with your crystals, as you need every crystal to
complete a level its a totally fair system. You just have to figure out how to get every crystal without dying as dying resets the
level and what you gathered in it.

The music is something experimental, slightly reminding me of Corpse Part during a few parts. There is an option to turn the
music off, if you dont like it. Upon death you hear a specific phrase that matches the story.

About the difficulty, I started at easy and will check out the other difficulty levels later. But so far its relaxing (on easy) and
sometimes you have to think shortly to get every crystal.

I brought it because it looks interesting and I wanted to support the small developer.
For the asking price its a nice puzzle platformer which I for sure will complete. =)

EDIT: The other reviews mention how the game doesnt start. For me, I downloaded it and pressed the normal play button to
start it. Had no problems with it. =). What a masterpiece. That is all.. After 5 minutes its getting annoying and boring :(
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Just want to says its impossible to capture the monster with the line maybe i don't understand something.
Dont buy it until i dont get feedback to tell the opposite and that tell the truth.
. The BEST computer hardware training program ever.

My GTX760 evolve to GTX960 in 2 years and then evolve to GTX1060 in the next 2 years. Currently, I am training it to
RTX2060!

(~SARCASM~). I'm still making my way through this. I guess the big question on whether it's a good buy or not would be how
long it is - just getting into it, there are certainly times that it feels like it ought to be one of those free flash games. But the
deeper I get into this, the more I love it. I don't know quite what it is about the mechanics that appeal to me so much more;
there's a spark of genius in the it, certainly, but i think it's the execution more than the mechanics or gameplay that's making me
enjoy it so much.

The sounds are also just perfect. I think I could just sit and listen to someone playing this. (I also wish I had an hour long version
of the promo video, listening to the sounds and the woman talking there is the most relaxing thing ever)

Perhaps I'll have more to say as I get through this, but it's lovely and cute, but most of all fun. It's the first puzzle game in a
while that I've tackled where grinding on the same puzzle to get a perfect score is a thing I want to do, not a chore. Granted, I've
only just scratched the surface so far; so this has only happened once or twice.

The fact that I'm enamored enough of this game to want to write something positive an hour in says something good, I think..
Makes me hate vegetables even more. 6\/10. I read one of the reviews saying the style of gameplay is similar to Final Fantasy
Tactics (One of my favorite games). It is nothing like that, with the exception of the chessboard setup of the levels. I have never
played a game this unbelievably slow in all my life.I really really really wanted to like it. I got 2 hours in trying to engage with
the story but it is just so dry and tedious.. Arrrr, I love these paint-jobs. You can finally be a real road pirate and you can do
what you want 'cause a pirate is free. They all look very nice and I think I wouldn't drive with any other while being a maniac on
the road, which happens sometimes.. This game has all the things it shouldn't have:

\u2022 A lot of exploding and flying stuff.

\u2022 A lot of things happening without clear reason (I feel like sometimes blocks are disappearing, and maybe appearing on
their own)

\u2022 Toys - what is this even for?

\u2022 Twitter support

\u2022 Lifes

While lacking things the game like this should have:

\u2022 Online scoreboard

\u2022 Decent help

\u2022 Clear rules

\u2022 A tutorial?

Basically its dr. mario with so much twists and effects that it's no longer easy to pick-up.. Game would be great if it offered a
full screen function or at least fit in a windowed mode. However, the games windowed display doesnt allow you to see the action
bar or any of your investments\/profile info. The engine looks and sounds good. It's worth it, there's not much about the DLC
that is done really well or really bad so there's not much that can be said besides it's a fun engine to drive.. first of all, despite
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what EVERYONE says, NOT A SINGLE CENT OF CASH IS NEEDED TO GET TROUGH THIS GAME AT ALL.
theres a shop where you can buy ammo at reasonable prices and also THERE ARE OTHER WAYS besides just ramming into
the face of everything with a machinegun, which 90% of people here seems not to understand or even realize at minimum.

The Good:
-nice to pass the time.
-has end-game unlockables and secret areas.
-missions dont tend to take much time.
-mid-late game missions tend to get your heart pumping real hard as the struggle gets heavier.
-"random rarity" boxes are a pretty good system IMO, since theyre not really THAT random, people is just lazy, if you save up
for around 10-15 missions you can easily buy a REALLY GOOD box and get a real nice upgrade on your weapons.
-you can get trough the entire game without buying ammo, just by upgrading your weapons with cartridge(on-clip) capacity and
damage.
-the difficulty curve on the enemies "adapting(more like dully buffing themselves up)" is not so big of a deal if you have at least
90IQ yo buy and upgrade your stuff.
-there are several workarounds for each mission besides just mashing your face onto everything with a shotgun.
-humanoid enemies are ridiculously easy as you can just run to them and unleash a finisher in half a second.

The BAD:
-you can get A stuff pretty easily, if you save for it, but S its unreachable unless youre actually lucky.
-the ingame cash shop doesnt work anymore.
-the prices on ingame cash shop are stupid high for what they ACTUALY give you.
-the optimization ITS A \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING PIECE OF GARBAGE, ALL maps are small but intrincated, still its
NO EXCUSE for these EXCESSIVE requirements.
-not enough options at the time of configuration of the game in case you have a mid-end PC like i do, basically ensuring you
WILL have lag and forcing you to get effects and features that are straight up just going to EAT AWAY your PC.
-gives the player ABSOLUTELY NO REASON to keep playing, which makes 95% of people quit in 1-3 hours at best.
-the mission dialogues and interaction is SO RIDICULOUSLY DULL AND SOULLESS that i just skipped trough everything,
because seriously, its hard to get ANYONE GIVING A\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665if theres just dull text, and
text, and text, and text, and text and then MORE TEXT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! EAT TEXT! DINNER TEXT! SLEEP IN
TEXT!\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665TEXT! BREATH TEXT!!!!
-TEXT TEXT TEXT TEXT SKIP
-despite the missions being able to mildly thrill a midly-hookable player, no one cares if the game feels SO DULL.
-getting those reward boxes again and again and again, being ALL the same and giving no more than crap you could just
normally buy without that much effort that you spent getting them and finally being cheaper to had bought them yourself feels
like\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 its basically spitting into one's face after so much effort that some of the missions
can be to unlock those damn boxes.

give it a try, if you dont like it, leave it, if you like it, tell us your secret, are you human?
is not a "bad" game, yet is not precisely the best game of the year, needs A TON of improvements if its gonna be an actuall
game on itself, thank god its free, but like this it has no future whatsoever.

i insist, give it a try, if you have a Mid-end PC it WILL run badly but playable, can be thrilling and fun a lot of times, yet ends
up feeling heavy after 10 hours.
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